
NORMA RAE AS A HONEY BEE

Since daylight, she's been knocking on doors 
in high-rise rows of corn where no one's home.
Next, she'll follow a nitrate trail downhill  
to scrappy pastures by the silted creek,
blue-collar lots of coneflower and butterfly weed
as rare as decent housing and a union wage:
back-roads pushed further back each year,
cows thinned out by mass incarceration.
Along the highway, she hovers to watch a guy
in Day-Glo vest and Carhartt bibs mowing ditch hay, 
the cardboard No Spray sign buried in his wake. 
Gentlemen: your average working bee is not stupid.
She just gets tired. 

That's just a voice-over—
no swarm of New York lawyers to call in—
so she re-straightens her tiny shoulders
and moves on, ready to dodge cars along parkways, 
sail the edges of alleys, wherever she can pick up 
that river of vibration that still calls itself a Sisterhood. 
Last week, she had her Oscar-winning moment,  
imploring pollinators and poisoners alike
with those honeyed, fractal eyes.
When the cops hauled her away in their net, 
her hive went out on strike and nearly 
lost their way home. Now they wait in the dark,
hoping against the odds for a new Queen, 
crossing their many legs,

while Norma 
quietly made bail and got right back to work,  
the union pledge embroidered on her DNA.
She's a free-range blossom with a scrupled sting
in that song she hums: Which side are you on?
Here she comes now, as the credits start to roll, 
overloaded with leaflets, zig-zagging low over asphalt  
and thistle, manure lagoons and drainage tile,
our stitcher of invisible thread, 
our busy beacon, too small to fail. 

--Scott Lowery



LAST

The tulips in the front yard bloomed for a week
and were done—but then
the weather turned cold and
they hung on, their dresses silk-shabby.
In sunlight cool as paint thinner 
they were visited by a sluggish bee
with hairy shoulders.  It
hummed and lit
and probed—each flower tipped
dangerously. At last
the bee was off, legs furred orange,
heading heavily home.
Not food or shelter: something else
gets the job done—
a better world, pink, auroral, delicate,
a pleasure so intense it should last
but doesn’t.  A scented room
with precise but temporary instructions
will write the constitution
of our addiction.  O love.  

O hour.

O spring.

    Next time it will last.

--James Armstrong


